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Investment Arbitration in Central and Eastern Europe 2019 central and eastern europe cee is the testing ground for
investment arbitration in europe the majority of the cases against eu member states are proceedings launched against
countries from the region despite their relevance cee experiences have not been analysed in a comprehensive manner this
book is the first of its kind to present an extensive collection of case law on investment arbitration within europe
contributors provide contextual analysis taking political economic and regulatory factors in to account to create an
accessible text for practitioners and scholars alike
The Legal 500 2007-12 the investment treaty forum of the british institute of international and comparative law brings
together eminent practitioners arbitrators and academics in the dynamic area of international investment law members of
the forum under the british institute s auspices examine and debate the legal and policy issues presented by the
increasingly complex web of investment treaties and the disputes that arise under them the forum held two conferences in
2007 this present volume compiles the papers presented at the conferences as well as a transcript of the round table
discussion on the subject of precedent in international investment part i of the book is devoted to remedies compensation
and valuation in international investment disputes this under theorized area of law is ripe for further exploration by
lawyers and economists and the papers in this volume present a framework for further inquiry part ii addresses the
jurisprudence emerging from investment arbitration tribunals on issues such as fair and equitable treatment umbrella
clauses and nationality of claimants the overarching question addressed by the papers and by the concluding roundtable is
the relationship of those decisions with general international law and whether or not there is or should be a doctrine of
precedent in investment treaty arbitration
Investment Treaty Law 2009 in march 2018 the court of justice of the european union eu ruled in achmea that investor
state dispute resolution provisions in intra eu bilateral investment treaties bits are incompatible with eu law and ipso facto
invalid in january 2019 eu member states issued declarations on the legal consequences of the judgment in achmea
undertaking to take steps formally to terminate intra eu bits however at present there is no consensus among them on the
implications of achmea on the energy charter treaty the multilateral energy treaty to which the eu and its member states
are all parties many eu law scholars consider the achmea judgment as the death knell to intra eu investment treaty
arbitrations some have even predicted the end of investor state dispute settlement itself investment treaty and public
international law scholars and legal practitioners however have a different view of the schism now growing between eu
and international law the future of investment treaty arbitration in the eu examines the current and the proposed new
framework for investment protection in the eu and internationally with a particular focus on investment treaty arbitration
and energy related investments with contributions from leading academics and practitioners the book addresses the
following themes intra eu investment protection and the rule of law including the proposed multilateral investment court
the original purpose and features of investment protection with particular focus on the eu the achmea judgment and its
impact on the energy charter treaty and energy investments the ongoing discussion to modernize the energy charter treaty
post achmea eu state aid and investment arbitral awards recognition and enforcement of investment arbitral awards post
achmea in eu member states including in the light of brexit recognition and enforcement of investment arbitral awards
post achmea in china singapore switzerland and the united states this eminently informative book is very timely given the
ongoing debate taking place in the eu and internationally regarding the interrelationship between investment treaty
arbitration public international law and eu law the contributions from leading academics scholars and european
commission officials provide a balanced contextualized detailed and critical analysis that will aid interested stakeholders to
navigate their way with confidence through this difficult and changing area of the law testimonial is a welcome addition to
the already vast literature focusing on eu investment arbitration perhaps the main merit of the book is that it brings
together different perspectives on the debates ensuing in this field offering the reader both the eu perspective and that of
public international investment lawyers as such it harmoniously integrates those sometimes conflicting views and is a great
starting point for anyone unfamiliar with the subject while also being of relevance to practitioners and academics with a
knowledge of intra eu investment arbitration allowing the reader to gain an in depth and fully comprehensive
understanding of the legal problems raised in this area alexandros catalin bakos ll m editor revista româna de arbitraj
volume 54 issue 3 2020 p183 194
The Future of Investment Treaty Arbitration in the EU 2020-07-16 international arbitration law library volume 59 the
eastward shift in international dispute resolution has already involved initiatives not only to improve support for
international commercial arbitration ica and investor state dispute settlement isds but also to develop alternatives such as
international commercial courts and mediation focusing on these initiatives and their accompanying case law and trends in
the asia pacific region this invaluable book challenges existing procedures and frameworks for cross border dispute
resolution in both commercial and treaty arbitration specially assembled for this project an outstanding team of
experienced and insightful arbitrators and scholars describes pertinent developments including ica and isds in the context
of china s belt and road initiative the singapore convention on mediation the shift to virtual hearings and other challenges
from the covid 19 pandemic mistrust of the application of the rule of law in certain east asian jurisdictions growing public
concern over isds arbitration tensions between confidentiality and transparency and potential regional harmonisation of
the public policy exception to arbitral enforcement the contributors chart evolving practices and high profile cases to make
informed observations about where changes are needed as well as educated guesses about the chances of reforms being
successful and the consequences if they are not the main jurisdictions covered are china hong kong japan malaysia india
australia and singapore the first in depth study of recent trends in dispute resolution practice related to business in the
asia pacific region the book s practical analysis of new resources for dealing with the increasing competition among
countries to become credible regional dispute resolution hubs will prove to be of great value to specialists in the
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international business law sector lawyers will be enabled to make informed decisions on which venue and dispute
resolution methods are the most suitable for any specific dispute in the region and policymakers will confidently assess
emerging trends in international dispute resolution policy development and treaty making
New Frontiers in Asia-Pacific International Arbitration and Dispute Resolution 2020-12-10 investment treaty
arbitration sometimes called investor state dispute settlement or isds has become a flashpoint in the backlash against
globalization with costs becoming an area of core scrutiny yet conventional wisdom about costs is not necessarily wise to
separate fact from fiction this book tests claims about investment arbitration and fiscal costs against data so that policy
reforms can be informed by scientific evidence the exercise is critical as investment treaties grant international arbitrators
the power to order states both rich and poor to pay potentially millions of dollars to foreign investors when states violate
the international law commitments made in the treaties meanwhile the cost to access and defend the arbitration can also
climb to millions of dollars this book uses insights drawn from cognitive psychology and hard data to explore the reality of
investment treaty arbitration identify core demographics and basic information on outcomes and drill down on the costs of
parties counsel and arbitral tribunals it offers a nuanced analysis of how and when cost shifting occurs parses tribunals
rationalization or lack thereof of cost assessments and models the variables most likely to predict costs using data to point
the way towards evidence based normative reform with an intelligent interdisciplinary approach that speaks to ongoing
reform at entities like the world bank s icsid and uncitral this book provides the most up to date study of investment treaty
dispute settlement offering new insights that will shape the direction of investment treaty and arbitration reform more
broadly
Chambers UK. 2003 this edited collection on international commercial and investment disputes in and with india
examines past and present landmark legislative and regulatory reforms initiated by the indian government including the
2015 new bilateral investment treaty bit model the 2015 amendments to the 1996 arbitration act and the 2013
amendments to section 135 of the companies act on corporate social responsibility csr as well as the most recent
amendments to the same the book also includes recent developments in the dispute resolution arena regional and
international negotiations involving india the legal profession s response to these developments and civil society s
comments in addition it addresses contemporary problems of key importance and at the centre of today s discussions from
the legitimacy and relevance of investor state dispute settlement isds to the denunciation of bilateral investment treaties
bits and the role arbitration should play in emerging economies now leaders in world trade in creating bridges between
commercial and investment arbitration it also renews the conceptual approach to these too often artificially isolated fields
of law the volume provides an accurate and updated account of the many fascinating conceptual and practical evolutions
which already impact the world of international dispute resolution far beyond the borders of india this unique and
exhaustive study will be of great appeal to a vast range of readers from practitioners to academia
Chambers Guide to the Legal Profession 2001 the international centre for settlement of investment disputes icsid has
played a leading role in establishing the field of foreign investment law it is primarily due to the icsid that it is no longer
peculiar for individuals and corporations to have legal standing in claims against governments probably the most notable
development of international law of the last half century now in its fiftieth year and ratified by more than 150 states the
icsid received in 2015 its 500th case this book celebrates this anniversary with an overview and analysis of icsid case law
to date and focusing particularly on unsettled issues assesses possible developments in the institution s next phase this
volume collects twenty two essays by prominent practitioners with substantial experience in investment arbitration law the
topics they cover encompass such issues as the following the political and economic reasons behind the creation of the
icsid admissibility and jurisdiction icsid vis à vis bilateral investment treaties states concerns about the partiality of
arbitrators in favour of investors applicable laws under the icsid convention fact finding rules conflicting interpretations of
icsid convention provisions interaction of foreign investment and economic development value of icsid awards in the light
of eu law annulment of icsid awards effects of denunciation bolivia ecuador venezuela and non contracting states russia
brazil india attribution of conduct of state owned enterprises soes counterclaims guarantees against political risk and
allocation of costs as a detailed response to the question whether icsid has contributed as promised to an improvement in
the investment climate and promoted the flow of private foreign capital and as an assessment of the present and future
feasibility of the icsid system for the resolution of investment disputes by arbitration and conciliation this book has no
peers considering the current crisis of investment law the book s immediate value not only to investors and their counsel
but also to practitioners and academics in the field of investment law and arbitration and public international law cannot
be overstated dr crina baltag is the author of kluwer s 2012 book the energy charter treaty the notion of investor and the
associate editor of kluwer arbitration blog
Arbitration Costs 2019-03-26 an independent guide to the top solicitors barristers law firms and barristers chambers in
the united kingdom
Martindale-Hubbell International Dispute Resolution Directory 2001 this book provides an original and critical
analysis of the most contentious subjects being negotiated in the china eu comprehensive agreement on investment cai it
focuses on the pathway of reforming investor state dispute settlement isds from both chinese and european perspectives in
the context of the china eu cai and beyond the book is divided into three parts part i examines key and controversial issues
of the china eu cai negotiations including market access sustainable development and human rights as well as comparing
distinct features between the china eu cai and the china us bit part ii concentrates on the institutional reform of investor
state arbitration with an extensive analysis of the eu s approach to replacing the private nature of investment arbitration
with the public nature of an investment court part iii addresses the core substantive and procedural issues concerning isds
such as the role of domestic courts in investment dispute settlement the status of state owned enterprises soes as investors
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transparency and the protection of victims in investment dispute resolution this book will be of interest to scholars and
practitioners in the field of international investment and trade law particularly investment dispute settlement
Adjudicating Global Business in and with India 2021-07-22 an innovative textbook setting out a systematic approach to
business and human rights
ICSID Convention after 50 Years: Unsettled Issues 2017-02-15 today international investment law consists of a network of
multifaceted multilayered international treaties that in one way or another involve virtually every country of the world the
evolution of this network raises a host of issues regarding international investment law and policy especially in the area of
international investment disputes the yearbook on international investment law policy 2012 2013 monitors current
developments in international investment law and policy focusing on recent trends and issues in foreign direct investment
fdi with contributions by leading experts in the field this title provides timely authoritative information on fdi that can be
used by a wide audience including practitioners academics researchers and policy makers contributions to the yearbook on
international investment law policy 2012 2013 cover the 2012 2013 trends in international investment agreements the
foreign direct investment fdi trends and the challenge of investment policies for outward fdi as well as a review of 2012
international investment law and arbitration this edition contains essays from the symposium on sustainable development
and international investment law bridging the divide also included are general articles providing an analysis of arbitral
tribunal practice regarding the applicable law to state contracts under the icsid convention in the twenty first century the
role of municipal laws in investment arbitration the status of state controlled entities under international investment law
the us and the trans pacific partnership tpp new 2012 us model bits and the regulation of fdi in bolivia this volume
concludes with the winning memorials from the 2012 fdi international moot competition
Chambers UK 2009 2008-11 today international investment law consists of a network of multifaceted multilayered
international treaties that in one way or another involve virtually every country of the world the evolution of this network
raises a host of issues regarding international investment law and policy especially in the area of international investment
disputes the yearbook on international investment law policy 2012 2013 monitors current developments in international
investment law and policy focusing on recent trends and issues in foreign direct investment fdi with contributions by
leading experts in the field this title provides timely authoritative information on fdi that can be used by a wide audience
including practitioners academics researchers and policy makers contributions to the yearbook on international investment
law policy 2012 2013 cover the 2012 2013 trends in international investment agreements the foreign direct investment fdi
trends and the challenge of investment policies for outward fdi as well as a review of 2012 international investment law
and arbitration this edition contains essays from the symposium on sustainable development and international investment
law bridging the divide also included are general articles providing an analysis of arbitral tribunal practice regarding the
applicable law to state contracts under the icsid convention in the twenty first century the role of municipal laws in
investment arbitration the status of state controlled entities under international investment law the us and the trans pacific
partnership tpp new 2012 us model bits and the regulation of fdi in bolivia this volume concludes with the winning
memorials from the 2012 fdi international moot competition
China, the EU and International Investment Law 2019-11-11 this thought provoking book examines whether regional
centres associated with global legal institutions facilitate expanded citizen engagement in global soft law making through
an analysis of empirical research into the role of decentralized soft law making in the east asian region it investigates the
influence of such regional centres in overcoming representational deficits in the design of cross border dispute settlement
norms
The Cambridge Companion to Business and Human Rights Law 2021-09-09 worldwide interest in the recognition
and enforcement of arbitral awards has never been higher and the new york convention of 1958 currently adhered to by
159 states including the major trading nations remains the most successful treaty in this area of commercial law this
incomparable book marking the convention s 60th anniversary provides a fully updated analysis of the convention s
application from international comparative and national perspectives drawing on a global conference held in seville in april
2018 that was actively supported by uncitral the book s 27 chapters by highly qualified international practitioners and
academics from different jurisdictions address the subject with critical eyes well aware of current developments and future
challenges in the field of arbitration among the issues and topics covered are the following multi tiered dispute resolution
clauses applicability of the un convention on the use of electronic communications in international contracts complexities
of enforcing orders determined by software enforcement of annulled awards european union law and the new york
convention enforcing awards against states and state entities sovereign immunity as a ground to refuse compliance with
investor state awards enforcement against non signatories public policy exception arbitrating and enforcing foreign awards
in specific countries and regions including china sub saharan africa and the asean countries ample reference is made
throughout to leading cases and practice familiarity with the intricacies of the new york convention as the most universally
acknowledged framework in which cross border economic exchanges can flourish is essential for judges practitioners legal
staff business people and scholars working with or applying international commercial arbitration anywhere in the world
this book s combination of highly thought provoking topics and the depth with which they are addressed will prove
invaluable to all interested parties
Yearbook on International Investment Law and Policy 2012-2013 2014 whether the and aand stands for and
appropriateand and amicableand or and alternativeand all out of court dispute resolution modes collected under the
banner term and adrand aim to assist the business world in overcoming relational differences in a truly manageable way
the first edition of this book 2006 contributed to a global awareness that adr is important in its own right and not simply as
a substitute for litigation or arbitration now drawing on a wealth of new sources and developments including the
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flourishing of hybrid forms of adr the subject matter has been largely augmented and expanded on two fronts in depth
analysis both descriptive and comparative of methodology expectations and outcomes and extended geographical coverage
across all continents as a result in this book twenty nine and intertwined but variegatedand essays to use the editorand s
characterization provide substantial insight in such specific topics as adrand s flexible procedures as controlled by the
parties adrand s facilitation of the continuation of relations between the parties privilege and confidentiality involvement of
non legal professionals the identity and the role of the and neutraland as well as the role of the arbitrator the
implementation of icc and other international adr rules the workings of dispute boards and the role of adr in securing
investment and other specific objectives in its compound thesis and growing in relevance every day and that numerous
dispute resolution methods exist whose goals and developments are varied but fundamentally complementary the
multifaceted approach presented here is of immeasurable value to any business party particularly at the international level
practitioners faced with drafting a dispute resolution clause in a contract or dealing with a dispute that has arisen will find
expert guidance here and academics will expand their awareness of the issues raised by adr in particular as it relates to
arbitration a broad cross section of interested professionals will discover ample material for comparative study of how
disputes are approached and resolved in numerous countries and cultures
Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy 2012-2013 2014-07-07 基礎から学んで高みに至る 平易な文章の中にも 私法の諸制度の基礎となる考え方や概念
が確実に論じられ いつの間にか視界が開けてくる 最近の法人法改正にも対応し 定評ある入門書がさらに充実
Chambers Guide to the UK Legal Profession 2002
Forming Transnational Dispute Settlement Norms 2021-05-28
60 Years of the New York Convention 2019-03-22
The Legal 500 1999
ADR in Business 2011-01-01
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